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Dance as Art, Theatre, and Practice: 
Somaesthetic Perspectives

RICHARD SHUSTERMAN

Labour is blossoming or dancing where
The body is not bruised to pleasure soul.
Nor beauty born out of its own despair,
Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight oil.
O chestnut tree, great rooted blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?
William Butler Yeats, “Among School Children”

1. DANCERS AND DANCE-WORKS: SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS, MEANS 
AND ENDS

Perhaps the most famous English couplet on dance, these last two lines from 
W. B. Yeats’s “Among School Children” are richly suggestive in their ambi-
guity. A key part of this ambiguity concerns the meanings of “know” in the 
poem’s concluding question “How can we know the dancer from the dance?” 
On the one hand, the question could be asking how can we derive knowledge 
about the dancer from the qualities, style, skill, and content of the dance 
that he or she is performing. On the other hand, the question could equally 
mean how can we know and appreciate the dancer as a distinctive individual 
independent from the dance being performed. Or, to read this question of 
distinction in the reverse direction and give it a second formulation that is 
equally meaningful and seems especially relevant for dance aesthetics, how 
can we distinguish, identify, or know the work of dance in abstraction from 
the dancer who performs and embodies it? In other words, how can we know 
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the meaning, style, and aesthetic properties of the dance-work itself apart 
from those qualities or features manifested by, in, and through the dancer?

The vast majority of research in dance aesthetics and the philosophy of 
dance is concerned with matters relating to this second formulation because 
such research is predominantly focused on works of the art of dance (“dance-
works”) rather than on dancers. More specifically, attention is devoted to what 
we could call theatre dance-works, that is, works of dance that are explicitly 
designed and performed for audiences in theatre or concert venues. Without 
wishing to challenge the value of this focus on objective dance-works (and their 
performances) as abstracted from the experience of the humans who perform 
them, this article aims to nudge dance aesthetics and the philosophy of dance 
toward greater concern with the embodied subjectivities who practice the art of 
dance, namely the dancers. In addressing the import of the art of dance for its 
practitioners, I should clarify that I understand this group to include people 
who are not professional dancers, and I understand the question of value in 
dance as including a consideration of risks as well as benefits.

From frequent discussions with professional dancers specializing in theatre 
dance, I learned of lasting injuries caused by insufficient respect for their subjec-
tive feelings and personal, somatic welfare. Such disrespect derived not from 
deliberate cruelty or masochism but from aesthetic ideologies that separated and 
privileged the work over the performer, treating the latter merely as means or 
tools for presenting the work rather than as ends in themselves that deserve 
both full ethical respect as persons and aesthetic respect for their efforts to live 
their life in a somaesthetically rich and satisfying manner. Such disregard dimin-
ishes (and may even destroy) the inherent delight of dancing, its “blossoming” 
of joy in effort when (as Yeats cautions) “body is not bruised to pleasure soul,” 
particularly to pleasure the souls of spectator consumers and gain-seeking man-
agers who devote their attention more narrowly to the objective work or per-
formance than to the performing subjects. In what follows I explore some of 
the philosophical reasons for the neglect of the dancer subject in Western aes-
thetic theory while suggesting some contrasting viewpoints from ancient and 
non-Western traditions. In doing so, this article aims (as its title indicates) to 
highlight that the art of dance is a practice whose value includes not only 
performances of dance-works as aesthetic end products for audience consumption 
but also a variety of cognitive, aesthetic, and ethical benefits for the dancers 
themselves that they acquire through the very discipline of engaging seriously 
in this practice and the efforts of self-cultivation it structures and provides.

The concentration on dance-works apart (or abstracted) from the dancers 
who perform them reflects, of course, philosophy’s fundamental orientation toward 
abstraction and its perceived task of providing clear objects to ground and struc-
ture critical interpretation and aesthetic evaluations of dance. Philosophical treat-
ment of all the arts has this dominant orientation toward art’s objects or end 
products rather than its performative practice as an experiential process that 
contributes to the performer’s art of living, which Michel de Montaigne identified 
as the greatest of all the arts. What makes dance special, however, is that here 
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it is much more difficult to factor out the dancer from the work. We can easily 
distinguish a painting, a sculpture, a poem, a novel, or an architectural work 
from the artist who makes it, and we can effectively ignore the artist in our 
aesthetic appreciation of the work. The artist herself is invisible in the work, 
except in a metaphorical sense. Even in cases of self-portrait, we have only the 
artist’s image rather than the artist herself. In the performing arts (through the 
musical score or theatre script), we can readily distinguish the work from its 
performers. But in dance, as Yeats’s couplet insists, it is not so easy. The dancer’s 
own body seems an essential part of the work.  Her body’s actions are not 
merely means to create the work as an artistic object and aesthetic end; instead, 
those actions, with their expressive qualities, are essential parts of that object 
and end. The lines that precede the closing couplet in Yeats’s poem reinforce 
this idea of integrated, inseparable identity by analogizing the object dance-work 
and the subject-dancer to the unity of the chestnut tree, that “great rooted blos-
somer” whose identity cannot be limited to “the leaf, the blossom or the bole” 
because it essentially includes them all, along with the roots, already mentioned 
in referring to the tree as a “great rooted blossomer.”

2. THE ART OF DANCE IN GREEK PHILOSOPHY: CULTIVATING 
PRACTICE AND MIMETIC MAKING

One might be tempted to interpret philosophy’s focus on objective works 
rather than subjective performers as an expression of modern consumer cul-
ture. But the privileging division of art’s objects from the action or practice 
of embodied subjects is indeed ancient. We can trace it back, I would argue, 
to the Aristotelian distinction between poiesis and praxis (art and practice 
or action), which is an essential strategy of Aristotle in combatting Plato’s 
famous critique of the mimetic arts in Book X of the Republic. There Plato 
condemns these arts as ethically and politically dangerous because of their 
psychological power to affect the soul and their particularly strong appeal to 
the soul’s lower dimensions and desires, thereby reinforcing those inferior, 
dangerous elements that tend to corrupt character.

However, as Plato also realized, the flip side of this dangerous power to 
capture and morally misshape one’s soul or personhood is art’s capacity, when 
properly practiced, to positively influence the soul and beneficially shape one’s 
character and moral fiber. In Republic Books II and III but also later in the 
Laws, Plato insists that proper education must begin with the arts of poetry, 
music, and dance, which he groups together under the general concept of music—as 
they all derive from inspiration by the Muses. In Book II, we learn that educa-
tion comprises “gymnastics for the body and for the soul music” and we should 
“begin education in music earlier than in gymnastics” (376e).1 Book III explains

1.  My references to Plato use the Stephanus numbers and my quotations, unless otherwise 
noted, are from the translations in the bilingual Loeb volumes of his work, published by Harvard 
University Press and found online at http://www.perse us.tufts.edu/hoppe r/colle ction ?colle ction = 
Perse us%3Acor pus%3Aper seus%2Caut hor%2CPlato.

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus%3Acorpus%3Aperseus%2Cauthor%2CPlato://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus%3Acorpus%3Aperseus%2Cauthor%2CPlato
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus%3Acorpus%3Aperseus%2Cauthor%2CPlato://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus%3Acorpus%3Aperseus%2Cauthor%2CPlato
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that education in music is most sovereign, because more than anything 
else rhythm and harmony find their way to the inmost soul and take 
strongest hold upon it, bringing with them and imparting grace, if one 
is rightly trained, and otherwise the contrary. … And further, because 
omissions and the failure of beauty in things badly made or grown 
would be most quickly perceived by one who was properly educated in 
music, and so, feeling distaste rightly, he would praise beautiful things 
and take delight in them and receive them into his soul to foster its 
growth and become himself beautiful and good. The ugly he would 
rightly disapprove of and hate while still young and yet unable to appre-
hend the reason, but when reason came the man thus nurtured would 
be the first to give her welcome, for by this affinity he would know 
her. (401d–402a)

In the Laws, Plato articulates more clearly the specific role of dance in music 
education by discussing the traditional art of the chorus that he regarded so 
central to Greek culture as to identify its study and mastery with education. 
“So by an ‘uneducated man’ we shall mean a man who has not been trained 
to take part in a chorus; and we must say that if a man has been sufficiently 
trained, he is ‘educated’” (654b). Because “a performance by a chorus is a 
combination of dancing and singing,” “this means that the well-educated man 
will be able both to sing and dance well,” an ability that Plato interpretively 
expands to include a disposition to know and like “good songs and … good 
dances” while loathing the bad ones that corrupt or miseducate (654b–c). 
This ability to distinguish the good from the bad Plato deems more important 
than technical skill in performance, presumably because of its educational 
import for character. Dance shares with song the quality of rhythm but exhibits 
it through “bodily motion” and “gesture” (distinguished as “its own peculiar 
attribute” in contrast to song’s distinctive feature of “tune”). When ordinary, 
recreational dance (which Plato describes as “playful dancing” or “dancing in 
delight”) is specifically directed to attaining “bodily excellence,” it can lead 
to systematic, technical bodily training that Plato identifies as “gymnastics” 
(672e–673a).2 As dance provides a bridge between music and gymnastics, so 
it is not limited to the young. We learn from Xenophon that Plato’s teacher 
Socrates not only praised the use “of dancing to develop the suppleness of 
the body” and “to improve [his] health” and figure because dance exercises the 
“whole body to make it evenly proportioned all over,” but that he also prac-
ticed it “at an advanced age” and was caught “dancing at daybreak.”3

Plato explains the natural roots and need for choral training from chil-
dren’s irrepressible energy: “young things find it impossible to keep their 

2.  Plato’s term for this recreational or entertaining dancing is παιζόντων ὄρχησιν, where 
παίζω connotes the notion of play and seems originally derived from the notion of children 
playing. See Liddel and Scott’s Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1997), 585.

3.  Xenophon, “The Dinner-Party,” in Conversations of Socrates, ed. H. Tredennick and R. 
Waterfield, (London: Penguin, 1990), 233.
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bodies still and their tongues quiet” but humans, unlike other animals have 
a special “sense of order and disorder in movement,” an appreciative sensitiv-
ity to “rhythm” and “harmony.” “This is the gift of the same gods” (Apollo, 
the Muses, and Dionysus) who, Plato claims, “were given to us as companions 
in dancing; it is the device which enables them to be our chorus-leaders and 
stimulate us to movement, making us combine to sing and dance—and as 
this naturally ‘charms’ us, they invented the word ‘chorus’” (653d–654a). 
Moreover, as we learn from Plato’s Timaeus (40a–c), not only these specific 
gods of dancing instruction are our godly companions in the beauty of dance. 
We are joined by the whole class of gods that we perceive as stars or heav-
enly planets that were created largely from fire to be “the brightest of all 
things and fairest to behold” and then distributed throughout the heavens 
and made to be perfectly spherical and move in rationally ordered motion 
to form “a true cosmos or glorious world spangled with them all over.”4 
Their divinely beautiful, harmonious cosmic orbits are described here (40c) 
as “choric dances” (χορείας).5 The heavenly cosmic choric dance of the planets 
served as a divine model of beautiful, ordered movement that humans could 
imitate to achieve beauty and harmonious order in their own earthly move-
ments and in the actions and feelings of their human souls and their social 
relations with others. By learning choral dance, mortal persons could share, 
to some extent, the beauty and pleasures of the gods. “The chorus,” as Werner 
Jaeger notes, “was the high school of early Greece, long before there were 
teachers of poetry.”6 It linked heaven and earth, cosmic reality with artistic 
representation, mind and bodily movement, individual expression and harmo-
nious coordination with others.

The problem, however, that Plato keenly recognized was that the inspi-
rational impulse of dance (like that of poetry and music more generally) was 
a form of irrational consciousness by the penetrating spirit of the Muses. 
Although inspired by divine possession, it was described in Ion and in Phaedrus 
as a mania or madness that was dangerous because it involved the loss of 
one’s self-control and prudent judgment. One could be enchanted by bad or 
damaging styles of art as well as good ones, and those damaging styles could 
corrupt character and action, thus ruining education. Dance, with its essential 
bodily expression (outside the logos of language) and its association with 
Dionysian rapture, could be especially dangerous in this respect. Plato there-
fore insists (in Laws 659a) on the need for special expertise not only in 
artistic matters but also “in virtue and education” to determine which artistic 
forms should be taught or enjoyed, and he is frustratingly restrictive in the 

4.  For this quote from the Timaeus, I use the translation of Benjamin Jowett, available online 
at http://class ics.mit.edu/Plato/ timae us.html.

5.  The term “choric dances” is from the translation of Timaeus by W. R. M.Lamb, in the 
Loeb collection of Plato in Twelve Volumes, vol. 9 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1925), and available on Perseus, http://www.perse us.tufts.edu/hoppe r/text?doc=Perse us%3Atex 
t%3A1999.01.0180%3Atex t%3DTim.%3Asec tion%3D40c 

6.  Werner Jaeger, Paideia: The ideals of Greek Culture, trans. Gilbert Highet (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1945), vol. 1, 248.

http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/timaeus.html://classics.mit.edu/Plato/timaeus.html
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0180%3Atext%3DTim.%3Asection%3D40c://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0180%3Atext%3DTim.%3Asection%3D40c
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0180%3Atext%3DTim.%3Asection%3D40c://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0180%3Atext%3DTim.%3Asection%3D40c
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range of forms he condones. His Republic, of course, concludes with a fero-
cious condemnation of the mimetic arts for miseducation.

Aristotle offered a bold and radical solution to the problems of art’s 
irrational inspiration and dangers of corruptive miseducation. While retaining 
Plato’s idea of art as mimesis, he shifted the concept of art away from its 
focus as a practice aimed at the edification of its practitioners and judged by 
its educational (cognitive and ethical) effects on those who enjoy its practice 
(as performers and spectators). He instead defined art as a technical matter 
of making an external object that is separate from the artist but that is cre-
ated through the artist’s own skill or rational knowledge rather than a divinely 
inspired madness. Aristotle distinguishes art as poiesis,  as a making whose 
end is a separate object that remains external to the artist’s character, unlike 
action (praxis) that derives from the agent’s character and reciprocally influ-
ences it. Although viewers of a tragedy may have irrational feelings of pity 
and fear that the artist arouses to subsequently purge them through catharsis, 
the artist herself does not create through irrational possession, but through 
reasoned knowledge of making. “Art is identical with a state of a capacity 
to make, involving a true course of reasoning”; it is thus a “reasoned state” 
rather than an irrational one (Nicomachean Ethics 1140a5, 9–10).7

Aristotle’s Poetics offers disappointingly little on the nature of dance, 
which he treats as a mimetic art that is distinguished from music in general 
because “Rhythm alone without tune is employed by dancers in their repre-
sentations, for by means of rhythmical gestures they represent both character 
and experiences and actions”(Poetics 1447a).8 Although his remarks on the 
educational value of music in Book VIII of his Politics might be applied to 
dance (given the plausible assumption that he, like Plato, included dance 
within music), the influential thrust of Aristotle’s art theory is not at all 
concerned with recommending dance for its educational value. His theory is 
principally focused on the external art object, the work made through poiesis, 
and not the subjectivity of those who make or perform the work, although 
his theory of catharsis highlights the subjective response of tragedy’s specta-
tors. If art’s valued end or purpose resides in the object made, then it is 
natural to assume that those who make it are, in some sense, means to that 
end. Their artistic skill may be relevant as instrumentally necessary, but their 
personal feelings, character, and well-being do not matter at all. This separa-
tion of the artist’s person from work runs deep in our artistic tradition and 
finds distinctive expression in T. S. Eliot’s famous “impersonal theory of 
poetry,” a “depersonalization” of the process of artistic creation in which “the 
progress of an artist is … a continual extinction of personality” so that “art 
may be said to approach the condition of science.” Here the artist as a person 

7.  My references to Aristotle use the Bekker numbers, and the translations from Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics are taken from Richard McKeon, ed., The Basic Works of Aristotle (New 
York: Random House, 1968), 1025.

8.  I cite the translation of Poetics by F. H. Fyfe in Aristotle in 23 Volumes, vol. 23 (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1932) and available online with Perseus: http://www.perse us.tufts.
edu/hoppe r/text?doc=Arist ot.%20Poet.

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Aristot. Poet.://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Aristot. Poet
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Aristot. Poet.://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Aristot. Poet
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remains essentially “unaffected,” “neutral, and unchanged” by the art he prac-
tices; “the more perfect the artist, the more completely separate in him will 
be the man who suffers and the mind which creates.”9

With literature, it seems easy to separate the work as a textual object 
from the person who wrote it. In the arts of painting, sculpture, architecture, 
and even music the distinction between artistic personhood and the artwork as 
an independent object seems similarly unproblematic. With theatre, the script 
enables a similar distinction, though in dramatic performance the ability to sepa-
rate sharply the artistry of the actors from their personal qualities is more 
difficult. In dance, which remains inadequately defined by a script or score 
(despite the efforts of Labanotation), the separation of the dancer’s person, 
qualities, and expressive feelings from the dance performance itself becomes far 
more problematic, as Yeats’s famous couplet reminds us. Because there is no 
clearly separate perceptible object to identify as the work of artistic making or 
poiesis, the dancers’ bodies are perceived as constituting that artistic object and 
the dancers in turn become objectified as bodies. Their technical skill is needed 
in performance, but it is assumed that the trained unthinking muscle memory 
of their bodies should suffice, while the dancer’s conscious thought would only 
interfere with the smooth grace of unreflective automatic performance. Paul 
Valéry suggests this point in a poem, “Dance dear body … Don’t think” (“Danse 
cher corps … Ne pense pas”), but the dance community absorbed the idea 
through Georges Balanchine’s famous injunction, “Don’t think, dear, do!”10

Such an attitude not only tends to reduce the dancers to mere means for 
the creation or presentation of the performed work as the cherished end; it 
further suggests their reduction to unthinking material rather than conscious, 
critical subjectivities that should be regarded as ends in themselves. This objec-
tification of the dancer as body, as material means of beauty for the specular 
pleasure of others, fosters the unsettling undercurrent of predatory voyeurism 
that haunts the milieu of dance spectatorship. It also promotes the exploitation 
of dancers and the tendency to rank dance (and dancers) at the low end of 
the hierarchy of fine arts, both in terms of social prestige and of funding. 
Moreover, because aspiring dancers must largely absorb the ideology of their 
chosen field in order to acquire the habitus to excel in it, they too are often 
troublingly infected with such depreciative attitudes. Encouraged to regard them-
selves qua dancers as skilled bodily means for the performance of works, they 
frequently fail to appreciate themselves as sensitive somatic subjectivities, whose 
dance training and performance constitute a practice of self-cultivation to enrich 
their personhood through perfecting their somatic grace, sensitivity, discipline, 
creative thoughtfulness, and coordination with others.

9.  T. S. Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” in Selected Essays (London: Faber, 
1976), 17–18. For a detailed study of Eliot’s theory, see Richard Shusterman, T. S. Eliot and the 
Philosophy of Criticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988).

10.  For Balanchine’s quote and its derivation from Valéry, see Arlene Croce, “Balanchine 
Said,” The New Yorker, January 26, 2009. Valéry’s poem is “Ébauche d’un serpent.”
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3. MODERN IDEOLOGIES OF ABSTRACTION AND 
DEPERSONALIZATION

Besides the influential Aristotelian tradition, certain contemporary cultural 
trends could explain the tendency to identify the art of dance with the dance-
work in abstraction from the dancer as affective, experiencing, performing 
subjectivity. Modern art has long displayed salient trends toward abstraction 
and depersonalization, partly as a reaction to romanticism’s emphasis on the 
expression of personal feeling and on individual genius (that symbolizes the 
essential grandeur or limitless potential of humankind). Eliot’s impersonal 
theories (and practice) of poetry reflect this trend as do varieties of abstrac-
tion in the visual arts and in music. We find these ideas in modern dance, 
even with respect to artists famous for their passionate personality, such as 
Mary Wigman. Her style of “New German Dance” won praise for “the dis-
solution of the dancer into swaying movement discharging tension” in space, 
that is for abstractly expressing “the human being [simply] as tension in space” 
whose movements “seem to be governed by a power of nature acting after 
secret laws,” through nothing “but the natural flux of melody from the body-
center.”11 Wigman herself insists on the desire “to become one with [her] 
dances, to disappear in them.” In the true dance experience, she claims, the 
dancer “becomes a vessel ready to absorb the energies flowing into him” 
from “life’s great current which extinguishes him in his single existence” or 
particular personality, but instead gives him “the inner charge” of an “ecstatic 
state.” “How the dance experience manifests itself to the individual [dancer] 
may remain his own secret. The artistic achievement alone is the only valid 
testimony.”12 Among American dance icons, Merce Cunningham and Trisha 
Brown are famous for their focus on the abstraction of pure movement, and 
their work is wonderfully compelling. As Cunningham describes his deper-
sonalizing discipline of technique, “the dancer strives for complete and tem-
pered body-skill, for complete identification with the movement in as 
devastatingly impersonal a fashion as possible” in order to achieve the “wished-
for transparency of the body as an instrument” serving to channel and display 
“energy … in its highest possible physical and spiritual form.”13

11.  Arthur Michel, “The Development of the New German Dance,” in Modern Dance, ed. 
Merle Armitage (New York: Dance Horizons, 1970), 5, 6, 7. Michel, however, contrastingly admits 
that Wigman’s “dance movement is … the self-expression of the dancer’s personality” (6).

12.  Mary Wigman, “The New German Dance,” in Modern Dance, ed. Merle Armitage, 
19, 22. In terms of modernist impersonal abstraction, we should not forget the abstraction of 
Oskar Schlemmer’s Bauhaus Triadische Ballett and “stick” dances with their concern with seeing 
the body in terms of geometrical forms.

13.  Merce Cunningham, “The Function of a Technique for Dance” (1951), in Merce 
Cunningham: Fifty Years, ed. David Vaughan (New York: Aperture, 1997), 60. Trisha Brown 
affirms her “use [of] pure movement,” describing such movement as “mechanical body actions 
like bending, straightening or rotating” that have “no other connotations” and are “not functional 
or pantomimic.” See Trisha Brown in her interview in Anne Livet (ed.), Contemporary Dance 
(New York: Abbeville Press, 1978), 54.
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Complementing the specifically artistic trends toward impersonal abstrac-
tion is the more general and extremely powerful cultural influence of cyber-
netics and information technology whose focus on information, instrumentality, 
and control tends to devalue the traditional human person as an experiencing, 
affective subject by redefining her informationally, reshaping her instrumentally, 
and remaking her mechanically to produce a better functioning cyborg. While 
these mechanistic trends seem very modern, we can clearly trace them back 
to much earlier times, where we find them intricately interwoven in an intrigu-
ing article by Heinrich von Kleist on the impersonal ideal of dance as pure 
movement. Kleist’s 1810 text “On the Puppet Theater” describes an alleged 
dialogue of 1801 between a nameless narrator spending the winter in a par-
ticular town and a professional dancer recently “appointed chief dancer at 
the Opera in that town, and enjoying uncommon success with his audiences” 
there.14 Curious about the dancer’s frequent visits to the makeshift puppet 
theater in the town’s market square, the narrator learns from the expert 
dancer that puppets can best reveal the secrets of supreme dance artistry and 
grace precisely because their movements are unconscious and mechanical, 
reacting mindlessly to the puppeteer’s pulling of strings. The puppet’s “limbs, 
which are really nothing but pendulums, follow of themselves, in a mechanical 
way” but in a “very graceful” manner, according to the puppet’s “center of 
gravity.”

Although admitting that this graceful movement requires “a certain sen-
sitivity … on the part of the puppeteer,” who must imaginatively project 
himself into this center of gravity, the dance expert insists that “even this 
last fraction of mind could indeed be removed from the marionettes, their 
dance transposed wholly into the realm of mechanical forces.” Indeed provided 
“a mechanic would construct a marionette according to his specific require-
ments,” he could “present a dance” with it superior to what any “other 
accomplished dancer of the time … was ever likely to achieve.” After describ-
ing how men who used “those mechanical legs that English craftsmen manu-
facture as prostheses” could dance with an amazing “lightness … and 
gracefulness,” the dance master explains why “more charm might inhere in 
a mechanical doll than in the structure of the human body,” even one with 
cyborg prosthetic qualities. The mechanical or robotic body’s prime advantage 
is “a negative one: namely that it would be incapable of affectation,” as that 
requires consciousness capable of willful expression and vulnerable to vanity.15 
Such consciousness causes the body to depart from the center of gravity, 
whereas the mechanical body’s “members are, as they should be, dead, pure 
pendulums, which follow the basic law of gravity, a marvelous quality … [lack-
ing] in most of our dancers.” The dance expert then compares the awkward 

14.  Heinrich von Kleist, “Über das Marionettenttheater,” published in the Berliner 
Abendblätter, December 12–14, 1810. My quotations are from the translation of P. B. Miller, “On 
the Puppet Theater,” in An Abyss Deep Enough: Letters of Heinrich von Kleist with a Selection of 
Essays and Anecdotes (New York: Dutton, 1982), 211–16.

15.  The second reason the dance master gives is the puppet’s “advantage of countergravity” 
in being much lighter than humans and endowed with strings that lift it up; ibid., 214.
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carriage of these human dancers to the overly expressive poses of Bernini’s 
sculptures that Winckelmann famously condemned for their lack of grace and 
artificial drama.16 After Kleist’s narrator and the dance expert exchange stories 
about how the vanity and the will of human consciousness frustrate grace 
and maximal success in movement, the latter connects this flawed and vain 
consciousness to humanity’s fall from grace in eating the fruit of knowledge. 
The conclusion drawn is that when conscious “reflection” is diminished or 
absent, “grace emerges ever more radiant,” and therefore “grace [will] … appear 
most purely in that bodily form that has either no consciousness at all or an 
infinite one, which is to say, either in a puppet or a god.”

Kleist elsewhere expands this point about the problems that thinking 
causes for graceful and effective bodily action. In a short (two-paragraph) 
text, he considers the example of wrestling, whose somatic efforts to hold 
down one’s opponent are emblematic for all our struggles of action to master 
the challenges of life.17 Philosophies of prudence typically advise us to think 
before we act, but Kleist argues this is wrong. “Reflection, or thinking some-
thing over,” should come only after one’s action and for the purpose of 
assessing its faults or effectiveness. “If it comes into play prior to … or in 
the very moment [of the action] …, it seems only to confuse, to obstruct … the 
power to act, which flows from the glorious wellspring of our feelings.” If 
the wrestler, “begins to calculate which muscles to contract and which limbs 
to move in order to throw [his opponent], he will … be thrown himself.” 
This line of reasoning, that thinking necessarily impairs the smoothness of 
action, while spontaneous feeling and sedimented habit are instead what gives 
grace, ease, and efficiency to our movements and actions, is a recurrent philo-
sophical theme. One of its many advocates, William James, famously argues 
in his Principles of Psychology that given the parsimonious economy of con-
sciousness, we should concentrate its limited attention on “the end alone” 
and avoid “consciousness of the [bodily] means,” relying instead on our estab-
lished unreflective habits of somatic use. “We walk a beam the better the 
less we think of the position of our feet upon it. We pitch or catch, we shoot 
or chop the better the less” we think of our hands and other body parts but 
instead focus exclusively on the target outside ourselves. “Keep your eye on 

16.  For a critical analysis of Winckelmann’s views on expressiveness, grace, and beauty, 
including his critique of Bernini, see Richard Shusterman, “Winckelmann on Taste: A Somaesthetic 
Perspective,” Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 76, 2 (2018): 175–86.

17.  Heinrich von Kleist, “On Thinking Things Over: A Paradox,” in An Abyss Deep Enough, 
217. The text (whose German title is “Von der Überlegung – Eine Paradoxe”) was likewise 
published in the Berliner Abendblätter, only five days before “On the Puppet Theater.” It is 
noteworthy that Kleist apparently suffered personally from a lack of spontaneity in his dealings 
with others, “stemming in part from a speech defect” that hampered communicative ease and 
freedom “in propria persona.” See Thomas Mann, “Kleist and his Stories,” in Heinrich von Kleist, 
The Marquise of O and Other Stories, trans. Martin Greenberg (New York: Criterion Books, 
1960), 5–6. Philosophical theories, when not offered as justifications for the philosopher’s own life 
choices and behavior, are often instead compensations for what is lacking in the philosopher’s life. 
See Richard Shusterman, Practicing Philosophy: Pragmatism and the Philosophical Life (New 
York: Routledge, 1997), 9–10.
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the place aimed at, and your hand will fetch it; think of your hand and you 
will very likely miss your aim.”18

In previous texts, I have challenged the common claim that unthinking 
spontaneity and inattention to one’s bodily parts and feelings are always nec-
essary for efficient and graceful action.19 Although reflective somaesthetic 
attention may often interfere in such smooth functioning, the problem typically 
lies not in such attention per se but in its manner, quality, and focus, and 
in the attentive capacity of the individual. Very often what makes us stumble 
or stutter or miss our aim is not that we are thinking of our bodily means 
to successfully perform the action, but rather that our thinking is more preoc-
cupied instead with whether and how well we will succeed and how good we 
will look or be judged in our performance. These concerns, connected to 
performance anxiety and self-esteem or vanity, may lead us to think of our 
bodily means while at the same time clouding clear, calm attention to them 
by flooding our consciousness with worries of success (or narcissistic anticipa-
tions of its achievement) and feelings of anxiety or pride. Take, for example, 
the problematic lifting of a slippery pea with my chopsticks. Although I may 
be looking at my hand to guide its movements, my attention may instead be 
dominated by thoughts and attendant emotions of whether I will be successful 
and how I will be regarded and judged by my fellow diners who witness my 
efforts. Some individuals have greater attentive capacities than others do, thus 
enabling them to focus simultaneously on both the end of action and the 
bodily means to do it. Moreover, individuals can learn, with training, to improve 
their simultaneous somatic attention-in-action skills. We can learn to swim 
with one’s head in the water while attending both to the target we want to 
reach and to our breathing and the rhythm of our swimming strokes. I will 
return to the skills of compound consciousness in somaesthetic attention later 
in this essay when considering some East Asian ideas about dance as an 
artistic practice of self-cultivation.

4. DANCING BETWEEN REAL AND VIRTUAL WORLDS

First, however, I should acknowledge and underline an important element of 
truth in the various doctrines that challenge the relevance of the dancer’s 
personal subjectivity and separate the dance from the person of the dancer. 
That element concerns the essential power of dance as an ecstatic experience 
in the fundamental, etymologically rooted sense of ek-stasis as coming to feel 
placed “outside oneself.” The going outside (or beyond) the self that dance 
effectuates can take many forms and displays very different levels, ranging 
from overwhelming, convulsive, life-transforming religious trance to more 

18.  William James, Principles of Psychology (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1983), 1128. Maurice Merleau-Ponty is another influential advocate of this view in The 
Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith (London: Routledge, 1962).

19.  Richard Shusterman, Body Consciousness: A Philosophy of Mindfulness and Somaesthetics 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), chs. 2, 5, 6; and Thinking through the Body: 
Essays in Somaesthetics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), ch. 9.
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moderate experiences of merely engaging in motions outside our ordinary 
repertoire of practical movements, actions, and gestures. Although very dif-
ferently expressed, the ecstatic experience of loss of self has remained central 
to dance from its ancient history and prehistoric origins to its contemporary 
forms both in theatre and in unstaged performance, including social dance 
and solitary, personal, improvised dance expression.

Through this ecstatic dimension, historian Curt Sachs insists, “dance is life 
on a higher level,” a quality that has given it extraordinary power in earlier 
civilizations. “In the ecstasy of the dance man bridges the chasm between this 
and the other world” of divine spirits, because in its ecstatic movement one 
feels freed of earthly chains and blessed with “the divine rapture of another 
world and of self-forgetfulness.” This loss of the limited self in the felt fusion 
with a  higher, sacred reality has provided the dance with a sense of “magic 
powers” to heal, charm, “summon … the forces of nature” and assure “luck in 
the chase, victory in battle,” fruitful harvest, fertility, and other benefits. Because 
of this expansive range and power, Sachs claims “The word ‘art’ is not sufficient 
to explain what the dance in all its richness really is.”20

Scholars widely recognize that theatre dance derives from such earlier, more 
potent, religious or ritual dance forms. Citing Sachs and other dance historians, 
Suzanne Langer concludes, “The dance as spectacle is generally regarded as a 
product of degeneration, a secularized form of what is really a religious art.”21 
However, despite insisting on the transformative effects of “secularization” and 
“the separation of stage dancing from the purely ecstatic” (L 201), Langer’s dance 
theory reveals the same idea of ecstatic loss of self and rapturous transport to a 
superior realm, beyond the ordinary world and its constraints. “The eternal popu-
larity of dance lies in its ecstatic function, today as in earliest times; but instead 
of transporting dancers from a profane to a sacred state, it transports them …to 
a realm of romance,” a world of “virtual powers,” the world of art (L 202).

For Langer, the world of art exists in distinction from the real world, 
even from the real world on stage. It is a world of pure “symbolic form,” 
an “illusory” world of appearance constituted by “virtual powers” rather than 
real “physical forces”; it involves “purely imaginary beings” rather than “actual 
people on the stage,” and “imagined feeling” rather than “actual body-feeling” 
(L 175,177,180,182,184,186,187). “Rhythmic motion,” she admits, is necessary 
for dance, but it cannot define dance by capturing this  art’s distinctive “pri-
mary illusion,” which is expressive “virtual gesture” (L 174–75). Such gestures 
are not “actual life gestures” but rather merely “virtual gestures” that function 
as symbols to create and animate a virtual world of artistic creation (L 174–75). 
In this world, the dancer is no longer herself as a real person making real 
gestures from real feelings but instead an imaginary “created being” making 
“virtual gestures” symbolizing “imagined feelings”(L 175,182). That imaginary 

20.  Curt Sachs, World History of the Dance, trans. B. Schönberg (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1963), 3–6.

21.  Suzanne Langer, Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art (New York: Scribners, 1958), 199; 
hereafter cited as L.
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being is herself “created by the semblance gesture,” which, Langer repeats, 
is dance’s defining “primary illusion” (L 175).

Paul Valéry’s dance theory similarly obscures, if not eradicates, the dancer 
as real person, by transporting or transforming her into a figure of another 
world. Unlike the real dancing person who must know where she is and how 
she moves so that she does not fall off the stage or collide with props or other 
dancers, Valery’s “dancing body seems unaware of its surroundings … For the 
dancer is in another world. … And in that world acts have no outward aim.”22 
In it, “there is no outside. … Nothing exists beyond the system she sets up 
by her acts,” “this being who, from her very depths, brings forth these beauti-
ful transformations of her form in space” and in “a special kind of time” that 
constitute the dance (V 71). Though dependent on “physiology,” “the dance 
[is] a kind of inner life … consisting entirely in sensations of time and energy 
which respond to one another and form a kind of closed circle of resonance” 
that can be communicated to the audience (V 72). Thus, “part of our pleasure 
as spectators consists in feeling ourselves possessed by the rhythms so that we 
ourselves are virtually dancing” (V 72). Valéry’s account, though poetically 
evocative (and perhaps intentionally hyperbolic), is troublingly vague and para-
doxical. Who is this dancer who relies on her physiology, her “sensations of 
the body,” and its “sphere of energy within the living being” to create a whole 
system of “muscular themes,” but nevertheless does not exist in the real world 
of energy, feelings, and physiological bodies (V 69,71)? In what “living being” 
is this “inner life” that the spectators can share? When spectators observing 
the dance are “virtually dancing,” do they similarly lose their identity as real 
persons and become virtual persons belonging to a virtual world?

The tricky task of separating the dancer from the dance thus seems to gen-
erate with Valéry the still more confounding question of how you can distinguish 
the dancer from herself. It is not easy to articulate this distinction, but invoking 
Langer’s terminology and analysis, we could best describe it as a distinction between 
the dancer as a real performing soma or person versus the dancer as a performa-
tive body-role, a purely symbolic character or virtual person. Langer is understand-
ably critical of theories that reduce all dance “to direct self-expression” of the 
dancer (L 177), though she recognizes that many dancers and dance theorists have 
endorsed that idea, an idea that indeed is far more convincing in spontaneous 
improvised dance than in staged performance. Langer’s critique, along with her 
argument that dance is only “virtual self-expression” (“the semblance of self-expres-
sion”), achieved through merely “virtual gesture,” is indeed based on the staged 
performance of theatre dance (L 178,181). We cannot say, she writes, “that Pavlova’s 
rendering of slowly ebbing life in ‘The Dying Swan’ was most successful when she 
actually felt faint and sick” (L 177). As in drama, we must distinguish between 
the feelings of the character that the performing artist represents in the role being 
performed and other feelings of the performing artist that are not strictly defined 
by that role though perhaps related to it in other ways. For instance, one may 

22.  Paul Valéry, “Philosophy of the Dance,” in Salmagundi, 33–34 (1976), 65–75; hereafter 
cited as V, current citation 70.
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feel extremely happy and buoyantly excited to perform the role of a melancholy, 
listless character because of its dramatic importance or because it reminds one of 
a dear friend; but such joyful energy, though caused by the role, should be denied 
gestural expression in performance. Instead, one’s actual movement must express 
not an actual feeling that one has but rather a merely “imagined feeling” of mel-
ancholy or listlessness that one conceives as role-appropriate. For Langer, then, 
although the dancer’s movement is real, her gesture is only virtual or illusory, 
because the feelings that guide the movement are not real but only conceived or 
imagined.

Langer admits that the actual and virtual aspects of gesture are mingled 
in complex ways so that keeping “virtual elements and actual materials sepa-
rate is not easy for anyone without philosophical training, and is hardest, 
perhaps, for artists, to whom the created world is more immediately real and 
important than the factual world” (L 181). As a philosopher, I repudiate this 
stereotypical philosophical condescension toward artists and the suggestion 
that they lack sufficient “precision of thought” (L 181) to distinguish between 
a feeling that is merely conceived and one that is actually felt. I hope, moreo-
ver, that my philosophical status will not suffer by suggesting that the distinc-
tion between real (i.e., actually experienced) feelings and those imaginatively 
expressed by the dancer is not as firm and clear as Langer asserts, and that 
the mere logical conception of a feeling to be represented in the dance char-
acter is not enough to inspire and successfully guide the dancer’s expressive 
gestural movement in actual performance.

What Langer’s argument treats as imaginary feelings are feelings that 
one experiences in imaginatively attributing them to imaginary characters in 
imaginary situations. But if such feelings must be really and deeply imagined 
in order to convincingly perform them, then they must be experienced in a 
sufficiently strong, even if imaginative, way. They therefore constitute real or 
actual feelings in the important sense that we do actually experience them 
and that they exhibit real effects on our body, mood, and behavior. Imagining 
the sadness of a fictional character can make us cry, while imagining the 
character’s fear of impending horror can make us cringe, shudder, or hold 
our breath. Imagined feelings, in this sense, cannot be clearly separated from 
real ones, because they themselves are experientially real, even if their object 
is fictional, virtual, or not yet actual (like real feelings of anxiety about one’s 
death that is not yet an actual event).

Langer does not adequately appreciate the interaction of such imagina-
tively experienced feelings with the dancer’s own actual personal experience 
in terms of its somaesthetic qualities of feeling, and how significant this inter-
action is in shaping the precise shades of expressive meaning in the dancer’s 
gestures. Feelings cannot be reduced to concepts. There are countless different 
feelings of sadness, each differently felt through the body’s sounding board 
and thus suggesting somewhat different bodily expression in gesture, yet the 
concept of sadness covers and assimilates them all. Moreover, mere concep-
tions alone cannot move the body; we need feelings to put our limbs in 
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motion and to guide that motion. Langer admits that an “actual bodily feel-
ing” of the dancer effects “the actual movement” (L 180), but she treats this 
feeling and movement as an impersonal albeit skilled response to the imagined 
feeling of the given role. It is simply “the final articulation of imagined [role-
defined] feeling” (L 181) rather than a composite of role-defined feeling and 
the real dancer’s personal somaesthetic feelings in the lived experience of 
performing that role, including those feelings of movement, posture, and ges-
ture shaped by his muscle memory from previous performances of this and 
other roles.

Superior stage performances demand from the dancer a compound 
consciousness: that of the movements and imagined feelings of the character 
he dances but also that of his own somaesthetic feelings. These feelings 
include his proprioceptive sense of posture and facial expression, his sense 
of contact with the floor and position on the stage, his kinesthetic sense 
of movement and gestural style, his sense of energy level and degree of 
fatigue. Total absorption in the illusory world of the performed role will 
make him blind to the real-world stage context and his own somatic condi-
tions, awareness of which is crucial to successful performance. Among those 
real-world performative conditions is the audience. Successful stage perform-
ers know how to engage their audience of real people and establish with 
them a felt connection that is part of the absorbing magic of live perfor-
mance, a human connection of solidarity between real spectators and real 
artists, not imaginary beings. As spectators, we react differently to human 
performers than to marionettes, partly because we feel those performers 
responding to us, that is, as real human beings on stage rather than imagi-
nary characters. On stage, good performing artists typically address us in 
a discreet and silent way, often simply by a radiating presence of creative 
personality, enabled of course by the dramatic performative frame. We 
therefore always know and implicitly appreciate that dancers are real human 
beings, even if our attention is fully absorbed in the imaginary performa-
tive roles they embody. Our admiring enjoyment of their efforts stems in 
part from recognizing how extremely difficult it is for most humans to 
perform the dance’s movements and gestures with the consummate poise, 
grace, and ease that the dancers display, while our spectating pleasure also 
derives from our felt kinesthetic empathy with their delightfully expressive, 
beautifully graceful motions.

One of the values of dance is the educational training it gives its real 
practitioners, those dancing somaesthetic subjectivities. It is an education in 
disciplined, skilled movement, expressive gesture, and elegant bearing whose 
experience in performance can afford the dancer the joys and healing harmony 
of somaesthetic pleasure and whose mastery also has beneficial uses in real 
life off stage. This educational perspective further suggests how the value of 
dance spectatorship can extend beyond the voyeuristic hedonism of watching 
beautiful, scantily clothed bodies displaying themselves in alluring motions. 
Carefully and empathetically observing the dancers’ skillful elegance and grace 
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can inspire and teach us to become more graceful, skilled, versatile, and 
expressive in our own real-life movements.

5. SOMAESTHETIC CONSCIOUSNESS: SELF-CULTIVATION AND 
PERFORMANCE IN EAST ASIAN DANCE THEORY

My essay has thus far focused only on Western dance theory, but I believe 
there is much to learn from non-Western understandings of dance. I conclude 
with a very brief example from ancient China and another from medieval 
Japan. Like Western dance scholars, the “Great Preface” to China’s oldest 
extant collection of poetry, the Book of Songs, insists that dance is rooted 
in a natural human response to feeling.23 But rather than explaining this 
response as “a rhythmic release of excess energy or a deliberate religious 
act” emerging from a natural emotional impulse to worship through ritual,24 
it explains dance as emerging from a desire to express feelings that cannot 
be adequately expressed through the concepts of ordinary language nor even 
in poetry or song. “The poem is that to which what is intently on the mind 
goes. … The affections are stirred within and take on form in words. If words 
alone are inadequate, we speak them out in sighs. If sighing is inadequate, 
we sing them. If singing them is inadequate, unconsciously our hands dance 
them and our feet tap them.”25 Paradoxical for a preface to poetry, this pithy 
passage suggests that dance is more subtly expressive than are poems and 
song, because of dance’s more intimate and comprehensive somaesthetic dimen-
sion, its essential constitution by somatic gestures. Through their inextricably 
close connection with the somatic sounding board of our feelings, bodily ges-
tures can express finer nuances of affect than can words, sighs, and song.

I turn to the dance theory of Zeami Motokiyo, Japan’s most famous author 
and theorist of Noh, a traditional theatrical genre (dating back to the fourteenth 
century), where dance plays a crucial role but not in a way that highlights the 
dancer’s spontaneous expression of his personal feelings. Noh provides an inter-
esting case for the issue of the dancer’s subjectivity and the idea of dance as a 
practice concerned with personal self-cultivation rather than the mere making of 
artworks. On the one hand, in Noh performance the forces of depersonalization 
are extremely powerful. The performers wear conventional iconic face masks to 
represent their character roles, and the characters’ emotions are expressed through 
gestures that are highly stylized and codified. Zeami moreover insists on a radi-
cal form of artistic depersonalization: The artist’s identification with the character 

23.  The poems of the Book of Songs (Shijing), sometimes translated as the Book of Odes and 
also known as the Classic of Poetry, were compiled by the seventh century BC. The authorship of 
its “Great Preface” is unknown and contested, variously attributed to Confucius, one of his 
disciples, or scholars from the Han Dynasty. For the “Great Preface” I use Stephen Owen’s 
translation, in Readings in Chinese Literary Thought, ed. Stephen Owen (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1992).

24.  Sachs, 218.

25.  Owen, 40–41. The term translated by “unconsciously” is 不知 (buzhi), which could 
equally mean “unknowingly” or “without thinking.”
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should be so intense that he does not imitate the character but actually “becomes” 
the character through “internalization.”26 On the other hand, Zeami equally insists 
that the truly successful Noh performer must maintain an extremely acute and 
attentive self-consciousness. The performer must be keenly aware of his posture 
and movement to ensure that they are gracefully expressive and to do so he 
must focus through “inner concentration” on himself and his own somaesthetic 
feelings in order to grasp through proprioception how he looks to the audience 
(Z 81). He must form in his mind “his own internalized outer image” of how 
he looks, including even “the appearance of his movements from behind” (Z 
81). Zeami explains that if the dancing Noh performer is not clearly aware “of 
how he looks from behind, he will not be able to become conscious of … pos-
sible vulgarities in his performance” (Z 81). Therefore, he “must look at himself 
using his internalized outer image, come to share the same view as the audience, 
examine his appearance with his spiritual eyes and so maintain a graceful appear-
ance with his entire body” (Z 81). Moreover, even when he is not moving, the 
Noh performer’s “inner concentration” on his own “inner tension” and “inner 
force” gives a greater sense of “life” to the performance that the audience appre-
ciates, so long as it is communicated indirectly (Z 97).

The compound consciousness of the Noh actor extends from the fictional 
character performed to his own subjective self but also to the real-world audi-
ence and the changing real-world atmosphere of the performance situation, 
which can differ according to the type of audience, time of day, season, and 
weather conditions (Z 41,127–29). This compound consciousness is necessary 
because the Noh performer must harmonize his movements, gesture, posture, 
feelings, and “inner concentration” with the mood of his audience and with 
those other contextual factors to ensure the success of his performance. To 
harmonize himself with the environing performance atmosphere the performer 
must be “one who truly knows how to see and reflect upon himself,” so “it 
is he who has truly grasped the nature of [Noh] art” (Z 9). For Zeami, artistic 
“mastery seems to depend on the actor’s own state of self-understanding”; 
knowing “the differences between external skill [of “technique”] and interior 
understanding [of self] forms the basis of true mastery” (Z 90). This acutely 
attentive and compound consciousness needed to harmonize the performing 
artist as a person (with his own somaesthetic feelings) together with his per-
formative role and its imagined feelings, and the complex environing conditions 
of audience, venue, and atmosphere is difficult to achieve and “possible only 
through assiduous training” (Z 81). It also forms part of a greater overarching 
goal of harmony: “to become one in spirit with the vessel of nature,” that can 
in turn “have the effect of increasing longevity and happiness” (Z 40–41,119).

The multiple consciousness Zeami recommends for the Noh performer 
suggests a corresponding corollary for dance theory that is already implicit 
in his teaching we discussed. Keen commitment to the artwork and its 

26.  See J. T. Rimer and Y. Masakazu (trans.), On the Art of the Nō Drama: The Major 
Treatises of Zeami (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1983), 55, 143; hereafter cited as Z.
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perfection in performance should not exclude concern and care for the feel-
ings of the persons who perform it. Perfecting one’s art and perfecting oneself 
are not in principle competing, oppositional options but rather practices that 
can converge and complement each other in a richly integrated life. Dance, 
even in its form of theatrical fine art, is a practice of doing that affects the 
doer; it is not merely the making of an external object without significant 
reference to or bearing on its performers. We may justifiably reproach danc-
ers who flaunt their personality and thereby obscure or distort the beauty of 
the work, but we can do this without worshipping the impersonality of abstract 
mechanical movement as an exclusive ideal. To close this essay with an echo 
of tribute to Yeats, we should appreciate that the dancer’s “swaying body” 
is not a mechanical tool or toy but instead expresses the subjectivity of per-
sonhood that shines through her “brightening glance.” The final question, 
then, for choreographers, theorists, and perhaps even for many dancers them-
selves is “how to respect the dancer in the dance,” a question that calls for 
solutions in real practice.


